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Abstract

Using new data on the unpolarized differential cross section for the
reaction pp+rrd, obtained by the NESIKA collaboration at SIN, the

energy dependence of the anisotropy parameters Yo'Y2' and Y4 is
interp~etedphenomenologically.Especially the energy dependence
of Y4' which is stronger than predicted theoretically, could be
understood as being ~ue to the behaviour of a production amplitude
with t~=3 near threshold. Technical details are given in Appendix A,ß,
and C.

EINE PHENOMENOLOGISCHE INTERPRETATION DES PRODUKTIONSQUERSCHNITTS
FOR DIE REAKTION P + P + ~ + d

Zusammenfassung

Unter Verwendung neuer Daten über den unpolarisierten differentiellen
Wirkungsquerschnitt für die Reaktion pp+~d, die von der NESIKA
Kollaboration am SIN gewonnen wurden, wird die Energieabhängigkeit
der Anisotropieparameter Yo'Y2 und Y4 phenomenologisch interpretiert.
Insbesondere könnte die Energieabhängigkeit von Y4, die stärker ist
al s theoretisch vorhergesagt, durch das Schwen enverhal ten einer
Produktionsamplitude mit t~=3 verstanden werden. Technische Details
sind in den Anhängen A, Bund C beschrieben.
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At SIN the unpolarfzed differential cross section for the rea~tion

p+p+TI+d between 514 and ~83 MeV in the laboratorysystem has been
measured by the NESIKA collaboration.The experimental m~thod is
described elsewhere 1

). Preliminary data have been normalized

using monitors measuri~g elastic pp scattering r~tes from the
experimental target. The absolute normalization was obtained by

using the calculated pp elastic cross sections of BUGG 2
). The data

were analysed to obtain the usual anisotropy parameters Yi (Tab.I)

as defined by

Tabelle I: Anisotropy parameter'sYi [mb/sr] for the reactionp+p->1T+d.
Ep=proton lab. energy, Wp=kinetic energy of one Proton in
the C.M.system.

Ep/MeV Wp/MeV Yo
.'

Y2 Y4

514 120.7 9.47±.1l 34.81± .67 - 3.67± .80
527 123.6 9.96±.14 38.40± .99 - 3.73±1.23
540 126.5 1O.68±.12 40.91± .79 - 6.06± .94
554 129.6 11.11±.18 44.42±1.43 - 8.03±1.84
569 ,132.8 11.57±.14 46.56± .91 - 9. 39±1.08
576 134.4 1l.57±.13 47.87± .79 -11.88± .89
583 135.9 , 11. 64±.14 49.43±1.00 -12. 99±1. 19

Fig.l shows the results tdgether with a selection of data from
other experiments 3 to 9). The Y parameters, and especially Y4
showa much ~ttonger energy dependence than predicted theoreticallylO,ll)
as can be seen from Fig.2.

In ordet to clarity whether such a strong energy dependence calls for
a possible dibaryonic resonance in addition to the'well khown N6
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Fig.l: Anisotropy parameters Yi are in unities of ~~2 where A in the wave
length of one proton at the kinetic ~nergy Wp in the C.M. system
(see Appendix A). The curves are calculated using a Breit-Wigner
formal ism.
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resonant production mechanism, the data was interpreted qual itatively
by means of a Breit-Wigner energy-dependent width approximationl~)~

.' . . l' . ,
Only initial singlet states were ~ake~ into account: A D2 reSOna?\
state d'ecaying via t,t1 and 3, and a So non-resonant background.

The corre~POnding.Breit-Wigner amplitudes 13
) ai(t~=l) and a7(t~=3)

from the D2 state had tohave the same ,parameters for the resonant
energy and tot~l width but could have different phase and relative
energy dependence due to different threshold behaviour with respect
to the centrifugal barrierin the final state. The non resonant
Iso contribution is described by an additional amplitude ao'

In this simplified model, Y4 is given by the expression

~The amplitudes ai are defined as by MANDL and REGGE 16
).)

Y4 p+p--Tt + d
. [mb/sr] '"/"
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Fig.2: Comparison of the anisotropy parameter Y4 with theoretical
predictions. n = p~/(m~c) is the reduced momentum of the
pion in the C.M. system. The full points are preliminary
results of the NESIKA collaboration, the other points from
ref. 3 to 9. Full line: NISKANEN 1o ), broken lines: MAXWELL,
WEISE, and BRACKli) .
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As shown in Fig.l, the sudden increase of Y4 as a function of energy
can indeed be explained by this model. (Details for calculating the
curves shown in Fig.l and 2 using the MINUIT code 14 ) are given in

Appendix Band C.) It turns out that Y4 canbe understood essentially

as an interference between apredominant amplitude a2 and a small
contri bution Of ar (The importance of a7 was first pointed out by
J.A. NISKANEN10 ).) Their relative contributions can be seen in Fig.3,
where two 1inear combinations of the y I S have been used to better
illustrate the amplitude behaviour.
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Fig.3: 0 1 and o~ as discussed in the text. The curves correspond to
those in Fig.l. Yo and Y2 are obtained from .the relations
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The quantity crI , which is

is proportional to the integral production crosS section. Aratio of
la712/la212 = 3-10- 3 at the resonance energy is sufficient to

explain 'Y4'

In Fig.3 the other quantity

= 3yo - Y2 - Y4

is also shown. It has a typical interference pattern of a resonance
amplitude near threshold with a non resonant backgrOund. This might
be regarded as some kind of justiffcation of the ph~nomenological

approach.

Finally it should be mentioned, that the contribution of a small 'Y6
term can affect the results for 'Y4 dramatically. Indeed it has been
shown recentlylS) that 'Y6 is definitively not zero at higher energies.
However, even if 'Y6 were present, ,ft has been shown from this m.odel
that pronounced energy dependencies which are contradictory to
theoretical predictions could be explained asa threshold effect

from a purely phenomenological point of view.

The author would like to thank Prof. W. Haeberli, Dr. M. Simonius,
Dr. P. Walden'and Prof. H.A. Weidenmüller for helpful discussions.
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Appendix A

'I,

Some Useful Relations

In the Fig.1 and 3 the anisotropy parameters ~ are given in units
of TI~2. This reduction compensates for the dependence ofcBreit-Wigner
(W.-B.) amplitudes from the kinetic energy Wp in the C.M. system.
One obtains Yi in unities of TI~2 by

-l-~ ~2(Yi )red - 2 - TI (11)'
TI~

where pc is derived from the proton lab. kinetic energy Ep. In detail
this is

Wp =Mp(/1-Ep!2Mp-1),and pc = IWp(Wp+2Mp)

with 11 = 6.58 0 10-22 ,MeVs, t = 30 1010 cm/s, and Mp = .93826 GeV.

With all these'relations substituted into (lA), one gets the
numerical relation

(y; )red = (Yi/ mb/ sr ) x (pc/GeV)2 x .81687.

(lA)

Another quantity needed for B.-W. calculations is the reduced momentum
n = P /(m c) of the pion in the C.M. system. By replacing the deuteronTI TI
mass with 2 Mp, the ,mass of two. protons, and with the abbrevi,ations
w = Wp/m and m = Mp/m = 938.26 MeV/139.57 MeV one obtainsTI TI
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Appendix B

The Energy-Dependent Width Approximation and Parametrization

The amplitudes ao' a2 and a7 described in the text were
parametrized in the following way:

a2
ei o1

f 2P1 Ia21 ei <1>2,= =
(Wp-Wres )+ifP1

i (03+a7) f 7"P3 '<I>a7 = = la71 e' 7.e .
(Wp-Wres )+ifp3

The phase shifts o~ and the penetration coefficient Pt should be
proportional to n2t+1 near threshold and become constant at l~rge n.
(t = pion angular momentum with respect to the deuteron.) 0t and Pt
are model dependent. For 0t we used the phase shift of a hard sphere 12

)

with a radius of one pionic unit (1.3 fm):

°1 = -n + artann, 2
1 n-rr

°3 = -n + artan(n 2 2) .
1 - "3 n

For the penetration coefficients Pt we used the following expression 12
):

2nRt
TI

where jt and Yt are the regular and irregular spherical Bessel functions.
Pt approaches unity for large n, but however for small n it is
proportional to n2t only. The resulting expressions are

1
PI = 1

1 + --"=2
(nR1)

and
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1

where Rl and R3 were used as adjustable parameters.

The angles ao and a7 are constant adjustable parameters in order to
account for phase differences in the production mechanism. The
energy dependence of the 'phases in the initi~l channel was neglected.

In total there were nine real parameters allowed to vary:

f o reducedamplitude of ao
f 2,f7 reduced partial widths for a2 and a7
f W "Yeduced total widthand resonance energy of the B. -W. ampl itudes, res

constant phase differences as explained above

effective 'ranges' in the penetration coefficients for t =1 and 3
1T

Appendix C

Fitting Procedure and Numerical Results

The curves shown in Fig.l and 3 were obtained by a stepwise fitting
procedure using the ~INUIT code 14 ).

1st step: 0'1 was fitted by the amplitude a2 alone, varying f 2,r,Wres ' and Rl
2nd step: 'Y4 was fitted with the additional ampl itude a7,

! varying f 7,a7, and R3 in addition

3rd step: 0'1::, was fitted with the additional ampl itude ao' varying f o and ao
4th step: 'Yo ,'Y2' and 'Y4 were fitted directly allowing all nine real

parameters to vary.

In order to reproduce the sudden increase of 'Y4 it was necessary to increase
the errors of the positive values of 'Y4 near Wp = 90 MeV by a factor of
three and to reduce the errors of the two low lying 'Y4 points near Wp = 150 MeV
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Fig.4: Absolute values and phase angles ~ for the amplitudes
ao,a 2, and a7 as a result of a Breit-Wigner interpretation
of the differential cross section for p+p+TI+d.
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by the same factor. (The positive val ues of Y4 could easily be due to
interferences between initial triplet state ampl itudes with $1,=2, which are
not taken into account in our approach.) The resultant numerical values are:

Wres = 143.4 ± .5 MeV
r/2 = 50.5 ± 1.5 MeV
r2 = 87.1 ± 2.4 MeV
r7 = 4.6 ± .2 MeV
ro = .10 ± .01 MeV
CL

O
= 3.12 ± .07 rad

CL7 = ..;1.1 ± 0.1 rad
R1 = 1.00 ± .03
R3 = 1.62 ± .08

The corresponding absolute values and phase angles <I> for the amplitudes
a
ö

,a 2 and a7 are shown in Fig.4.

In this very crude phenomenological description, the sudden increase of Y4
at Wp = 140 MeV is due to two effects:
- A sudden increase of la71 and
- a change of (<1>2-<1>7) from nearly I to zero between Wp=130 and 150 MeV.

Both effects are essentially caused bythe threshold behaviour of ar




